TranSend Fuel Management and Data Loading

Reduce fuel expenditure and improve cost control

Fuel is one of the largest outgoing for any fleet organisation.

Rising fuel costs, vehicle efficiency, driver behaviour, fuel card use, bunkered fuel and fraud can all play a part in increased financial overheads and a rise in your overall pence per mile.

To increase efficiency, you need to have better insight on fuel consumption.

Understand your fuel usage
Our cloud software gives you a single view of data so you can:

- Monitor fuel consumption and make informed decisions
- Project future usage accurately to improve budget planning
- Identify potential cost savings based on driver use or vehicle types
- Automate fuel data import to save time and improve accuracy.

Key features
- Capture data to calculate fuel cost for the life of vehicle or equipment. This includes fuel card, bunkered and manual fuel types
- Provide accurate, up-to-date odometer readings and history
- Trace fuel use to the vehicle or owner
- Import fuel transaction data directly from your supplier or internal system
- Record and analyse fuel usage accurately to prevent mis-use
- Run reports on pence per mile and miles per gallon by vehicle, vehicle type or average by customer.

Why choose TranSend Fuel Management and Data Loading?

- Improve cost control with accurate fuel consumption calculations
- A single view of fuel and fleet data to improve budgeting
- Calculate and monitor total life costs of assets with ease
- Import fuel card provider details into TranSend with ease, removing paper processes to save time
- Quickly identify fraud and misuse.